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AUGUST 1990

IN THE GALLERY

"Reflective Perspectives"
paintings by Kris Maguire and David Baggerly
Also Watercolors and Drawings by Grace Ubiera
Opening reception Sunday August 5th 2pm-5pm
hours: 1 hour before performances or by appointment

FRIDAY
SOUND HAPPENINGS
8:30!!! pm

welcome back !!!!!!!!

10th
An evening of Jazz
featuring from Boston:
"Your Neighborhood Sax Quartet"
The Dan Hick's Quartet &
Bob Melocarro Trio

17th
A Night of Rock Rock-n-Roll
(as different as you can get)
Trick or Treat
Elephants Gerald &
Heads & Dogs

24th
Folk Night with:
Allan Fontana original
home-grown folk
Fuzek-Possioni original folk rock

31st
rock
Infra Red bent songs and
duck sauce
Blue Wave blues/instrumental
6L6 rock

SATURDAY
Cabaret of the
Oddly Normal
8:30pm!!!
with host
Sir Guy d' Guy
the Portugese
& his band
"Major Hemisphere"

11th
"SEEMEN":
an OUT-RAGE-US performance troupe from Austin,TX
Kathryn Gautier comic monologue
Johnny Flash the least-known of Providence's best
songwriters
Cargo Of Despair the final
show by New England's
wackiest performance group

18th
Julie Bisbano new-age Ethyl
Merman returns
Brooke Berman comic
monologue
Space Heater the Ventures
meet Fred Frith in the Balkans
Juxo "Inxo Barrada Nixto"

25th
"A Totally Wired
Production"
TBA

SUNDAY
times vary

5th
opening reception in the
gallery 2-5 pm
"Reflective Perspectives"
paintings by
Kris Maguire
& David Baggerly
Also in the hallway gallery
Watercolors
by Grace Ubiera

All Shows On
Friday and Saturday
Nights Begin
at
8:30
SHARP!

that means right at 8:30
promptly at 8:30
8:30 on
the button ,no sooner no
later so get there on time!
that is at 8:30!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

GOT IT?

Partial funding for AS220 was
provided by the Rhode Island State
Council on the Arts, the Rhode
Island Foundation, a charitable
community trust serving the people
of Rhode Island and by its' mem-
bers.

THANKS!

AND thank-you volunteers!!!!!